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ABSTRACT: Cocrystallization of the drug−drug salt-cocrystal of the histone
deacetylase inhibitor (HDACi) panobinostat (PAN) and b-rapidly accelerated
fibrosarcoma (BRAF) inhibitor dabrafenib (DBF) afforded single crystals of a
two-drug salt stabilized by N+−H···O and N+−H···N− hydrogen bonds
between the ionized panobinostat ammonium donor and dabrafenib
sulfonamide anion acceptor in a 12-member ring motif. A faster dissolution
rate for both drugs was achieved through the salt combination compared to the
individual drugs in an aqueous acidic medium. The dissolution rate exhibited a
peak concentration (Cmax) of approximately 310 mg cm−2 min−1 for PAN and
240 mg cm−2 min−1 for DBF at a Tmax of less than 20 min under gastric pH 1.2
(0.1 N HCl) compared to the pure drug dissolution values of 10 and 80 mg
cm−2 min−1, respectively. The novel and fast-dissolving salt DBF−·PAN+ was
analyzed in BRAFV600E melanoma cells Sk-Mel28. DBF−·PAN+ reduced the
dose−response from micromolar to nanomolar concentrations and lowered IC50 (21.9 ± 7.2 nM) by half compared to PAN alone
(45.3 ± 12.0 nM). The enhanced dissolution and lower survival rate of melanoma cells show the potential of novel DBF−·PAN+ salt
in clinical evaluation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Chronic diseases are not only the outcome of abnormalities in
our genes but also a result of lifestyle and environmental
factors.1 Among the multifactorial diseases,2−4 cancer is the
second-most killer disease worldwide after cardiovascular
ailments.5,6 Skin cancer is one of the most common forms of
human cancer, which is broadly classified as melanoma and
nonmelanoma.7,8 Specifically, metastatic melanoma is a lethal
form and one of the fastest-growing incidences.9 The emphasis
on cancer diagnosis, prevention, and treatment (i.e., surgery,
radiation, and chemotherapy) is specific to the type of
cancer.10,11 Among these, chemotherapy is the first-line
treatment for most cancers even as more targeted therapies
are moving forward in research and clinical application.12−14

The most successful targeted therapies are chemical drugs
which attack a specific protein or enzyme by carrying out a
mutation or genetic alteration that is specific to the cancer cells
but not to the normal host tissue.15,16 More than 60% of all
melanoma cases are due to activation of mutations in the b-
rapidly accelerated fibrosarcoma (BRAF) protein which is
responsible for directing cell growth.17 The B-Raf mutant
cancer, or BRAFV600E mutation, which renders the kinase
constitutively active, is very common.18 Clinical research
suggests that small-molecule inhibitors offer a novel, targeted
approach for the treatment of BRAFV600E-pathway cancers.19

The approval of selective BRAF inhibitors (BRAFis)
vemurafenib and dabrafenib revolutionized advanced melano-
ma therapy with an improved response rate and overall survival

compared to standard chemotherapy.19−21 Although mutant
BRAFis have achieved unprecedented clinical responses in the
treatment of melanomas with activating mutations in
BRAFV600E, yet complete remission is rarely observed.22

However, responses are commonly short-lived with most
patients relapsing within 1 year which is indicative of acquired
drug resistance in melanoma cells.23

The combination of anticancer drugs with other chemo-
therapeutic agents has shown an advantage over monotherapy
for the treatment of cancers.24,25 In a very recent example, a
combination of dabrafenib and trametinib was approved in
May 2018 by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (US-
FDA) for the treatment of metastatic anaplastic thyroid cancer
with BRAFV600E or BRAFV600K mutations.26,27 Ongoing clinical
trials of the histone deacetylase inhibitor (HDACi) and mutant
BRAF inhibitor have shown synergistically induced cell death
in BRAFV600E melanoma cells.28,29 These combinations can be
administered either separately in multiple doses or in fixed-
dose combination (FDC) formulations. Hitherto, none of the
combinations has been tested in the form of FDCs to evaluate
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the contribution to the combined effects. The search for new
drug−drug combinations30 of already approved or investiga-
tional drugs will save considerable cost and time because of
their known performed pharmacokinetic and safety pro-
files,31,32 thereby reducing the regulatory approval phase
from ∼15 years to 5 years.32 For example, the first salt-
cocrystal category drug Entresto, valsartan−sacubitril triso-
dium hemi-pentahydrate, approved by the US-FDA in 2015,33

shows superior drug response in chronic cardiac patients
compared to valsartan alone.34

We report herein the crystalline salt of the BRAF inhibitor
dabrafenib (DBF) and HDAC inhibitor panobinostat (PAN)
and the role of the novel DBF−·PAN+ salt to induce cell death
in BRAFV600E melanoma as well as in other cancer cells.
Another objective of the salt formulation is to improve the
dissolution rate and solid form stability in a single tablet. The
idea of dual improvement is inspired by the work of Lai et al.35

and our recent work on high-solubility salts of dabrafenib salts
with amines.36 The combinations of HDACs and BRAFs
inhibitors killed BRAFV600E melanoma cells by the induction of
necrosis.35 Rai et al.36 recently reported X-ray crystal structures
of dabrafenib with a variety of alkyl amines, all of which
exhibited proton transfer from the acidic sulfonamide group to
the amine conformer as DBF−·NH+ salts. The salt structures
are consistently sustained by a 12-member ring motif R44(12)
with N+−H···O and N+−H···N− hydrogen bonds (Figure
1a).37 The dissolution rate of the DBF·EN⊃H2O salt (DBF
ethylene diamine hydrate) was observed to be much higher
than that of DBF and the marketed mesylate salt (DBF·MS),
and its cumulative dissolution profile is shown in Figure 1b.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the recurrence of DBF−·NH+ salt structures,36 we
expected that the secondary amine group of PAN (Scheme 1)
will form a salt with the sulfonamide group of DBF and the N-
hydroxy amide group in PAN, and the amino-pyridine
functional groups of DBF will form neutral hydrogen bonds,
such as N-hydroxamic acid dimer and amino-pyridine dimer
synthons.38 The novel solid form of DBF and PAN was
prepared in a 1:1 ratio by cogrinding in an agate mortar with a
few drops of ethanol added for efficient mixing and
homogenization (solvent drop grinding).39 Formation of the

expected salt was checked by powder X-ray diffraction
(PXRD) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).
Furthermore, diffraction-quality single crystals of the salt
were harvested from ethanol by slow evaporation of the solvent
under ambient conditions.

2.1. Crystallographic Discussion. The X-ray crystal
structure was solved in the triclinic crystal system of the P1̅
space group with one molecule of each drug in the salt
complex (Table S1 in the Supporting Information). The
ORTEP diagram of DBF−·PAN+ showed a clear proton
transfer from the sulfonamide of DBF to the secondary
aliphatic amine of PAN (Figure 2a). The molecular packing of
DBF (green) and PAN (blue) is arranged in alternate layers in
the crystal structure (Figure 2b). The acidic sulfonamide
proton of DBF is transferred to the nitrogen atom of the
secondary amine in PAN, and the sulfonamide anion in DBF−

and ammonium cation in PAN+ construct the R44(12) ring
motif (Figure 2c).37 The positions of hydrogen atoms were
confirmed from the difference in electron density Fourier maps
(Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). The hydroxamic
acid in PAN+ forms a N−O−H···O homosynthon in the
R22(10) ring motif which further extends through bifurcated
hydrogen bonds on the oxygen atom with the N−H donor on
the indole ring (Figure 2d). The N−H donor of hydroxamic
acid bonds to the pyrimidine aromatic N acceptor of DBF, and
the N−H donor of DBF interlinks DBF molecules through the
sulfonamide O acceptor in the R33(12) ring motif. Apart from
the hydrogen bonding and salt formation in DBF−·PAN+, it is
important to examine the intermolecular interactions in the 2-
aminopyrimidine ring portion of DBF (Table S2 in the
Supporting Information).36 The supramolecular synthon
formed between the 2-amonopyrimidine ring (i.e., R33(12)
ring motif) where the ring nitrogen atom N1 appears to be free

Figure 1. Representation of (a) 12-member ring motif R44(12) with N+−H···O and N+−H···N− hydrogen bonds in DBF·EN⊃H2O and (b)
cumulative dissolution profile of DBF, DBF·EN⊃H2O, and DBF·MS compared with other salts (for details, see ref 36). Copyright American
Chemical Society, 2020.

Scheme 1. Chemical Structure of DBF and PAN
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from any strong interaction and N2 acting as a hydrogen bond
acceptor is displayed in Figure 2e. Furthermore, the Hirshfeld
surface analysis is performed around the 2-aminopyrimidine
ring, and the surface is generated over dnorm to get quantitative
information on hydrogen bond interactions (Figure 2f). It is
clear from the intensity of red circular spots over dnorm that
intermolecular interaction on the N1 atom is much weaker
compared to the N2 atom. In fact, the N1 acceptor does not
engage in any hydrogen bonding.

2.2. Thermal Analysis. The well-characterized novel salt
DBF−·PAN+ was prepared for cell-line experiments by
mechanochemical grinding, and the bulk phase was matched
with the crystal structure (Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information). DSC analysis of the crystalline phase (from an
X-ray quality crystal batch) showed a melting endotherm at
210 °C with an immediate decomposition thereafter. A solid−
solid phase transition was observed before melting at 157 °C
(Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). Before thermal
analysis of a scale-up batch of DBF−·PAN+, DSC-TGA of DBF
and PAN-free bases were analyzed. It was found that the
isolated DBF-free base (prepared from its mesylate salt) is an
anhydrous form with the melting endotherm at 217 °C (Figure
3a). However, the commercial PAN-free base showed water
content equivalent to a monohydrate with a weight loss of
∼4.8% (calculated = 4.9%), and a corresponding broad
endotherm ranging ca. 65−105 °C was observed in DSC
which melted at 156 °C, followed by immediate decom-
position (Figure 3c). A small, broad endotherm was observed
for the DBF−·PAN+ salt between 50 and 100 °C and then
melting at 204 °C followed by immediate decomposition of the
salt starting at 207 °C (Figure 3e). Thermal analysis of the
individual drugs and the salt residue after dissolution/solubility
experiments in a slurry medium is analyzed in the next section.

2.3. Dissolution, Solubility, and Phase Changes.
Dissolution is the first step for a solid dosage form for the
release of the drug in solution and thus directly impacts
bioavailability.40 Analysis of the equilibrium solubility and

phase stability of the solid form is also important to understand
the release of the drug in the dissolution/solubility media.
Therefore, prior to dissolution measurements, the preparation
of the DBF−·PAN+ salt was scaled up using the ethanol drop
grinding method, and its phase purity was checked by PXRD
profile fitting. Equilibrium solubility of the salt form and
individual free bases was performed followed by character-
ization of the leftover solid forms at the end of the dissolution
experiment. Here, all solubility and dissolution experiments
were performed under a pH 1.2 aqueous medium (0.1 N HCl).
The solid residue isolated after the dissolution experiment (3 h
duration) matched with the starting crystal form, but the
nature of the residue after equilibrium solubility time (24 h) in
the slurry medium showed a different PXRD pattern for the
individual drugs, namely, DBF and PAN (Figure 4a,b). In
contrast, the PXRD profile fitting of the DBF−·PAN+ salt
showed an excellent match of the bulk as-prepared material
and the crystalline solid after dissolution and equilibrium slurry
experiment (Figure 4c,d and Figures S8−S11 in the Supporting
Information). DSC of the solid residue after equilibrium
solubility/slurry experiments showed minor variations com-
pared to the as-prepared scaled-up form, wherein phase
transition was observed in the range of ca. 100−120 °C
(Figure 3f), which could be due to higher crystalline content
after slurring (aggregation) compared to the product
immediately after mechanochemical preparation (micron-
ization) ca.65−105 °C (Figure 3e). There was no phase
change observed in the PXRD pattern after the slurry
experiment, which indicates that the crystalline DBF−·PAN+

salt form is stable in aqueous ambient conditions (Figure 4c,d).
A thorough characterization of drug phases was performed
using thermal techniques and electron microscopy. TGA of the
new solid phase of DBF showed a weight loss of ca. 3.5%, and
corresponding to this temperature, a broad endotherm was
observed between 110 and 150 °C in the DSC thermogram
followed by a melting endotherm at 214 °C (Figure 3b).
However, the melting endotherm peak for the DBF-free base

Figure 2. (a) ORTEP diagram of DBF−·PAN+; thermal ellipsoids are drawn at the probability level of 50%, (b) molecular packing of the DBF−·
PAN+ salt in the crystal lattice, (c,−e) supramolecular synthons in the DBF−·PAN+ salt, and (f) the Hirshfeld surface generated over dnorm around
the 2-aminopyrimidine ring. For the sake of clarity, only selected fragments and atoms are shown.
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showed only one endotherm at 217 °C (Figure 3a). Additional
thermal DSC, TGA plots (Figures S4−S6), and PXRD overlay
diffractograms (Figures S7−S11) for the three crystalline drugs
are shown in the Supporting Information. FESEM showed
visible differences in the crystal morphology of both DBF
forms where the DBF-free base exists as submicron size

agglomerates of fine crystallites and the product phase isolated
from the slurry has submicron size rhombus crystals (Figure
5a,b). Since DBF solid was incubated in an aqueous HCl
buffer, the possibility of hydrochloride salt formation was
checked by analyzing the chlorine content using EDX which
showed a trace amount of chlorine. There is a possibility of

Figure 3. DSC and TGA thermograms. (a) DSC thermogram of the DBF-free base, (b) DSC and TGA overlay of the undissolved DBF residue
from the equilibrium slurry medium at pH 1.2, (c) DSC and TGA thermogram overlay of the PAN-free base, (d) DSC thermogram of undissolved
PAN from the equilibrium slurry medium at pH 1.2, (e) DSC and TGA thermogram overlay of the DBF−·PAN+ scale-up batch, and (f) DSC and
TGA thermogram overlay of undissolved DBF−·PAN+ under the equilibrium slurry medium at pH 1.2.
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HCl contamination, but there is no indication of any salt form
(Figure 6a,b). TGA showed weight loss in the new solid phase
of DBF corresponding to a monohydrate form (calculated
water loss 3.35%, observed weight loss 3.5%, Figure 3b),
named DBF·MH. A commercial PAN-free base is a
monohydrate form (Figure 3c); however, the product solid
isolated after the equilibrium solubility experiment showed a
single exotherm in the DSC thermogram at ca. 230 °C (Figure
3d). The crystal morphology of the PAN monohydrate looked
like sharp blades as observed by FESEM, while the new solid
form showed an irregular morphology with coarse crystal
surfaces (Figure 5c,d). The high melting point of the
anhydrous new solid phase (231 °C) indicated the possibility
of hydrochloride salt formation of PAN under an equilibrium
solubility slurry medium. The EDX pattern of the product solid
phase of PAN isolated from the equilibrium slurry flask showed
a significant amount of chloride content (ca. 5.63% by weight
and 2.2% by atomic; theoretical chloride in PAN·HCl ∼9.19%
by weight and 1.96% by atomic) and indicated partial mono-
hydrochloride salt formation (Figure 6c,d). The hydrochloride
salt of PAN obtained from the equilibrium solubility medium
was named PAN·HCl. These results suggest that in a strongly
acidic medium, both DBF and PAN transform to a
monohydrate and hydrochloride salt form, respectively, to
some extent. Subsequently, equilibrium solubility measure-
ments of the DBF−·PAN+ salt were performed and the isolated
solid residue showed an overlapping PXRD pattern by profile
fitting with the X-ray crystal structure (Figure 4d), indicating
phase stability of the multidrug salt. Although the scale-up
batch and crystal form appeared to be the same crystalline
phase by PXRD overlay, DSC showed a minor difference

before the melting endotherm at 210 °C (Figure 3e,f). An
endothermic phase transition at 157 °C was observed in the
crystal form of the DBF−·PAN+ salt (Figure S3 in the
Supporting Information), whereas the salt obtained from the
scale-up batch showed a small, broad endotherm between 50
and 100 °C (Figure 3e). These minor differences in the crystal
form and mechanochemical preparation could be due to the
inhomogeneous distribution of particle size and morphology
during the scale-up batch.
The dissolution rate of DBF−·PAN+ and individual drugs

was measured under gastric pH 1.2 conditions (0.1 N HCl
solution). The neat form of DBF and PAN (free base) show
very poor dissolution, while gratifyingly, the DBF−·PAN+ salt
shows much faster drug dissolution (Figure 7a). The
cumulative drug dissolved reaches a saturation value of 12.18
mg/L for DBF, while for PAN, there is a continuous increase
of drug concentration (i.e., 4.60 mg/L at 15 min to 20.81 mg/
L at 180 min) throughout the experimental time period of 3 h.
Second, high Cmax values were achieved within 20 min for
DBF−·PAN+ (310 mg cm−2 min−1 for PAN and 240 mg cm−2

min−1 for DBF). The intrinsic dissolution rate (IDR) of pure
DBF is higher than that of pure PAN (Figure 7b). Equilibrium
solubility experiments of DBF and PAN were carried out to
know the possibility of phase conversion in a pH 1.2 medium.
The PXRD analysis of residual precipitate shows that neat
DBF converted to DBF·MH, which is comparatively less
soluble (Figure S8 in the Supporting Information). It appears
that the rate of dissolution of DBF from the salt pellet to the
solution phase and rate of precipitation of DBF·MH reached a
steady state immediately, and thus, the apparent dissolution
rate showed a constant concentration throughout the experi-

Figure 4. Overlay of PXRD patterns. (a) PXRD overlay of the DBF-free-base residue after dissolution and in the equilibrium slurry medium at pH
1.2, (b) PXRD overlay of the PAN-free base residue after dissolution and in the equilibrium slurry medium at pH 1.2, (c) PXRD profile fitting of
DBF−·PAN+ scale-up batch (black) matching with the single-crystal structure (red) (Rp = 13.68%, Rwp = 17.85%), and (d) PXRD profile fitting of
the DBF−·PAN+ residue after the dissolution experiment in an aqueous slurry medium at pH 1.2 (black) with the single-crystal structure (red) (Rp
= 11.84%; Rwp = 16.31%).
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ment after 20 min. In contrast, neat PAN formed a sticky mass
in the equilibrium solubility medium and the dried solid
showed a unique PXRD pattern which indicated its phase
conversion under a pH 1.2 buffer solution (Figure S9 in the
Supporting Information). We surmise that with two secondary
amines in PAN, indole NH (pKa = 8.4) and aliphatic NH (pKa
= 9.0), the formation of a hydrochloride salt is likely.41,42

Therefore, in case of neat PAN, because of the high solubility
of even the product phase (named as PAN·HCl), it showed a
continuous increase in the cumulative amount of dissolved
drug (Figure 7a). The DBF−·PAN+ salt was stable enough
under the dissolution medium, and there was no significant
phase transformation of the undissolved pellet up to 3 h.
However, the equilibrium solubility of DBF−·PAN+ salt at 48 h
in pH 1.2 gave a precipitate residue which showed a new phase
of DBF−·PAN+ salt (Figure S10 in the Supporting
Information), indicating its short period stability under a pH
1.2 solution (up to 24 h).
Even though it is interesting to note the high dissolution rate

of the DBF−·PAN+ salt with respect to both the individual
drugs, there is subsaturation reached at an earlier time point
for DBF during dissolution, and it shows a continuous rise in
drug concentration with respect to PAN such that the
dissolution profiles become more divergent with the time but

eventually reach similar saturation values (Figure 7b). This
phenomenon could be understood from the dissolution curve
of neat forms which showed a quick equilibrium achieved
between the release rate and precipitation rate in case of DBF
and a comparatively slower profile in case of PAN. With a 1:1
salt stoichiometry, the DBF−·PAN+ salt will release both drug
counter ions simultaneously in the dissolution medium, yet the
concentrations of DBF and PAN were observed to be different.
Under this situation of dissolution and solubility, a plausible
mechanism for the DBF−·PAN+ salt concentration profile and
dissociation pathway is shown in Figure 8. The release of the
DBF−·PAN+ salt in solution in the form of tight ion pairs was
followed by its disproportionation into individual components,
which in turn partially precipitated in their new phases as DBF·
MH and PAN·HCl. Simultaneously, there is a possibility of
establishing an equilibrium between a tight ion pair of
dissolved DBF−·PAN+ and its precipitated new form under a
saturated solution (as observed in the equilibrium solubility
experiment). Since the solubility of DBF·MH is very poor, the
total content of DBF species in solution is always lower than
that of PAN, as observed in the cumulative drug concentration
experiment (Figure 7a). Consequently, the dissolution profile
of the DBF−·PAN+ salt with respect to DBF always lags with
the dissolution profile of PAN. Since prolonged incubation of

Figure 5. FESEM image of particles. (a) DBF-free base, (b) undissolved DBF residue under the equilibrium slurry medium at pH 1.2, (c) PAN-free
base, (d) undissolved PAN residue under the equilibrium slurry medium at pH 1.2, (e) DBF−·PAN+ scale-up batch, and (f) DBF−·PAN+ residue
under the equilibrium slurry medium at pH 1.2.
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the DBF−·PAN+ salt under a pH 1.2 buffer solution converted
to a new phase, it was important to analyze the phase of the
remaining solid left at the end of the dissolution experiment.
Comparison of the PXRD pattern of the latter solid with the
DBF·MH, PAN·HCl, and DBF−·PAN+ salts suggested that the
remaining solid had a mixture of original DBF−·PAN+ salt and
its new phase along with the traces of DBF·MH and PAN·HCl
(Figure S11 in the Supporting Information). This evidence
suggested that phase conversion and disproportionation started
at the exposed surface of the pellet which corroborates the
proposed mechanism for the dissolution profile of the DBF−·
PAN+ salt (Figures 7 and 8).

2.4. Biological Evaluation of DBF−•PAN+. Analysis of
the effect of drug combination on biological efficacy is of
utmost interest for a drug−drug cocrystal in the frame of

pharmaceutical crystal engineering.43,44 Although it has already
been investigated in vitro and in vivo that cotreatment with an
HDACi and BRAFi in a certain concentration range synergisti-
cally induces cell death in resistant BRAFV600E melanoma cells,
it would be remarkable to evaluate this in a stoichiometric
cocrystal as a fixed-dose formulation.28,35 Here, the use of
HDACi is to keep the mitogen-activated protein kinase
(MAPK) pathway inactive in response to BRAFi, thereby
inducing caspase-dependent apoptotic cell death in resistant
cells. Since the BRAF gene is commonly involved in normal
processes of cell growth and differentiation, we have performed
the cytotoxicity and apoptosis experiments of DBF, PAN, and
DBF−·PAN+ in ovarian cancer cell lines (i.e., A2780, 2008, and
their cisplatin-resistant counterparts A2780/CP and C13*)
where mutant BRAF is absent as well as in the melanoma

Figure 6. FESEM-EDX plot for the characterization of chloride content where the x-axis represents energy (in keV) and the y-axis represents the
counts. (a) DBF-free base, (b) undissolved DBF under the equilibrium slurry medium at pH 1.2, (c) PAN-free base, (b) undissolved PAN under
the equilibrium slurry medium at pH 1.2, (e) DBF−·PAN+ scale-up batch, and (f) undissolved DBF−·PAN+ under the equilibrium slurry medium at
pH 1.2.
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metastatic cell line Sk-Mel28 which expresses mutant
BRAFV600E.
A cytotoxicity assay was performed for neat DBF, marketed

saline formulation of DBF (i.e., the mesylate salt DBF·MS),
neat PAN, and DBF−·PAN+. As shown in Figure 9, neat DBF
and DBF·MS have similar dose−response in all cell lines in the
micromolar range, but the IC50 values are lower in ovarian cell
lines compared to the melanoma metastatic cell line Sk-Mel28
(Figure S12 and Table S3 in the Supporting Information).
However, PAN inhibits ovarian cancer cell lines at much lower
concentrations (i.e., IC50 range ∼4−9 nM) compared to the
Sk-Mel28 cell line (IC50 = 45.3 ± 12.0 nM). It is remarkable to
observe that cell inhibition activity of DBF−·PAN+ in ovarian
cancer cell lines is not appreciable, and it shows either
comparable activity (in 2008 and C13* cells) or even poor (in
A2780 and A2780/CP) activity to PAN itself. This indicates
that cotreatment does not improve cell proliferation inhibition
in ovarian cancer cells. However, DBF−·PAN+ shows a better
response in the melanoma Sk-Mel28 cells, specifically in the
range of 25−50 nM concentration, which shows approximately
2-fold lower IC50 value (21.9 ± 7.2 nM) than that of neat PAN
(45.3 ± 12.0 nM). These results suggest that the combination
drug DBF−·PAN+ salt complex not only reduces dose−
response from micromolar (μM) to nanomolar (nM) (3 log
units) but also lowers the IC50 to half that of PAN in
melanoma Sk-Mel28 cells.

To assess whether a possible perturbation of the distribution
of cells in the different phases of the cell cycle underlies the
antiproliferative activity, the compounds were tested in
cytofluorimetric experiments on the 2008, C13*, and Sk-
Mel28 cell lines. Cell-cycle analysis was performed after 48 h of
incubation, and the working concentrations of compounds
were fixed approximately at the respective IC50 values.
Distribution of cells in the different phases of the cell cycle
and in the amount of apoptotic hypodiploid cells after
treatment with drug molecules are shown in Figure 9b,d,f.
The percentage of cells in the different phases of the cell cycle
is given in Table 1. Untreated cells showed a normal diploid
distribution presenting fast proliferation characteristics. DBF
caused a decrease of cell distribution in the S- and G2/M-
phases according to a recent report, accompanied by an almost
4-fold increase of hypodiploid cells in all three cell lines.45 This
apoptotic effect was even much more remarkable with both
PAN (as also reported in other ovarian cancer cell lines) and
DBF−·PAN+ in all cell lines, reaching the 30−40% of
hypodiploid cells and a concomitant reduction of cells in the
G0G1-phase.

46 In our experimental conditions, this treatment
greatly deranged the cell-cycle phase distribution of all cell
lines. Notably, while PAN and DBF−·PAN+ had the same effect
in 2008 cells, DBF−·PAN+ was almost doubly effective than
PAN alone in the resistant counterpart C13* cells and in
melanoma Sk-Mel28 cells, causing a great reduction of cells in
all phases, in particular the G0G1-phase, which was coupled to
a huge increase of cell population in the sub-G1-phase, which
exceeded the 80% and is indicative of great apoptotic cell
death.
This massive induction of apoptotic cell death resulting from

the analysis of the cell cycle was thus further analyzed by the
annexin-V fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)/propidium
iodide (PI) method (Table S4 in the Supporting Information).
Since the percentage of cells positive to annexin-V is greater
than those positive to both annexin-V and PI, we deduce that
the main effect of each treatment, namely, that of PAN and
DBF−·PAN+, was to cause early apoptosis and even if to a
lesser extent, late apoptosis. Again, the effect of PAN was
amplified in the case of DBF−·PAN+ to values always higher in
resistance than in sensitive cells, accounting, at least in part, for
the improvement of some IC50 values. In fact, while PAN alone
was more active only in A2780/CP cells than in the sensitive
counterpart, DBF−·PAN+ caused an apoptotic effect at least
double in all resistant lines compared to sensitive ones.

Figure 7. Dissolution profile of DBF, PAN, and DBF−·PAN+ salts in the pH 1.2 (0.1 N HCl) buffer. (a) Cumulative amount dissolved in 500 mL
and (b) IDR of neat DBF, neat PAN, and DBF−·PAN+ with respect to DBF (in cocrystal CC) and PAN (in CC).

Figure 8. Plausible mechanism for dissolution of DBF−·PAN+ which
shows a tight ion pair in the aqueous solution followed by isolation of
solvated ions which partially converted to DBF·MH and PAN·HCl
during precipitation.
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3. CONCLUSIONS
The present study has led to a clear conclusion that
cocrystallization of DBF with PAN using mechanochemistry
followed by structure determination by single-crystal X-ray
diffraction indicates binary salt formation where an acidic
proton transfer occurs from DBF to PAN, named DBF−·PAN+.
Dissolution measurement under simulated gastric pH 1.2 (0.1
N HCl) showed that DBF−·PAN+ is a fast-dissolving salt than
either of the two drug species, and the salt profile is
significantly higher than that of the individual dissolution
rates. Due to the instability of DBF and PAN and the
comparatively stable nature of DBF−·PAN+ under a pH 1.2
buffer solution, a phase conversion was observed for all the
drug compounds, but the transformation was moderate for
DBF−·PAN+. Consequently, the apparent dissolution rate of

DBF−·PAN+ was compared with DBF and PAN, which showed
a faster rate with respect to PAN because of its high solubility
(as PAN·HCl) compared to DBF (as DBF·MH). Furthermore,
in continuation of other reported studies on combination
analysis of HDACi and BRAFi,35 for the first time, a novel
drug−drug combination in a fixed-stoichiometry salt (or
“FDC”) is analyzed for in vitro inhibition in BRAFV600E
melanoma cells. DBF−·PAN+ shows improved inhibition in
the melanoma cells which not only reduces dose−response
from micromolar to nanomolar concentrations but also lowers
the IC50 by half of that of PAN alone. Additionally, cell cycle
analysis shows that PAN alone induces early apoptotic cell
death in all resistant cells; however, its effect is amplified in the
case of DBF−·PAN+, and consequently, IC50 reduces to half the
value of PAN in resistant BRAFV600E melanoma cells. This
work provides a basis for in vivo and clinical studies of DBF−·

Figure 9. (a) Inhibition of cell growth in 2008 cells, (b) cell cycle-related analysis for 2008 cells after treatment with drugs, (c) inhibition of cell
growth in the cisplatin-resistant counterpart of 2008 cells (i.e., C13* cells), (d) cell cycle-related analysis for the C13* cells after treatment with
drugs, (e) inhibition of cell growth in the human melanoma cancer cells Sk-Mel28, and (f) cell cycle-related analysis for Sk-Mel28 after treatment
with drugs. Cell survival percentages are the mean ± SEM of three separate experiments performed in duplicate for 2008 cells and C13* cells;
however, two separate experiments were performed in duplicate for the human melanoma cancer cells Sk-Mel28. PI-A represents the propidium
iodide area.

Table 1. Effect of DBF, PAN, and DBF−·PAN+ on the Cell-Cycle Phase Distribution for 48 h on 2008, C13*, and Sk-Mel28
Cell Linesa

2008 cells C13* cells Sk-Mel28 cells

G0G1 S G2/M hypodiploid G0G1 S G2/M hypodiploid G0G1 S G2/M hypodiploid

Control 75.28 6.15 11.84 4.82 65.81 13.86 12.27 4.17 62.56 7.19 11.07 13.23
DBF 63.91 3.53 10.76 19.32 68.48 4.60 5.28 19.32 65.11 3.95 4.53 23.46
PAN 37.98 6.78 9.99 42.32 47.46 6.85 10.27 30.15 42.53 5.17 18.73 30.07
DBF−·PAN+ 40.50 4.21 7.09 45.54 5.93 2.82 3.09 87.94 8.11 1.38 1.39 88.51

aPercentage distribution of the cell population in different phases was measured using flow cytometry analysis.
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PAN+ as an FDC formulation for acquired resistance against
BRAFV600E melanoma therapy, which may be translated to a
potential combination supramolecular drug complex of high
bioavailability.47
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